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Geometric stars twinkle above the heads of two sleeping astronauts ('nauts). An alarm 

unit buzzes, waking them to a new day of exploration. The "stars" dash back inside their 

pouch and the two exit their resting cave with a hovering cabinet of botanical research 

gear. 

 

They walk through the towering crystal cavern to find a crevice filled with sparkling 

crystal "pods" and "spores". The 'nauts send electrical bolts onto a pod to crack it open. 

Thousands of iridescent "fireflies" instantly swarm around the pair. One 'naut applies a 

fluid to the spore from his botanical kit. The spore then "blossoms" into a magnificent 

crystal flower. 

 

The 'naut kneels below the beautiful flower in wonder and excitement; already beginning 

to select his research sample. Concurrently, the other 'naut notices that this volatile 

experiment has sent a massive crystal spire falling upon them. The two run for safety. 

One falls but is pulled to safety by the other as the massive crystal tower smashes to the 

cavern floor. Their flower has been destroyed. 

 

Suddenly, the cavern begins to tremble, the cave breaking away with the mass of the 

fallen spire. A new cavern is revealed, and it emanates a pulsating light. 

 

The two 'nauts confer upon entering this new wonder. They agree and attach their 

grappling hook for a safe descent. As we watch them disappear from view, our 

perspective changes to a new, distant view, speeding further and further away from the 

scene. Quickly it is revealed that the 'nauts are exploring the crystallized, frozen entrails 

of a dead human astronaut. We follow the human's quiet, spiraling body into the distance. 

The pulsar star was what was illuminating the crystallized corpse and, thus, pulsates a 

glowing "heartbeat" through his wound. 

 

 

 

END 
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